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• always the case in
controversial matters,
nts and opponents of
A enabling bill, introin the Kentucky LegMonday by Floor
Henry Ward of the
are publicly voicing
rguments which suit
urposes. We frankly
uilty to this.
is column published
nesday morning's isthe Paducah Sunat, Mr. Ward, who
good friend and for
we have admiration,
•pect in addition to
regard, says the
of The Leader, in an
last
published
al
ay, took "the shortview" when we dethreatened loss of
t services of Dick
y and others of the
ky Utilities organiza-

Legion Organizes Lula Wade's Twin Girls
For Defense Duty;
Leaders Appointed

Princeton Retail
Merchants Form
Own Association

Popular Princeton
Boy At Great Lakes

Butler Band Members
Form Orchestra To
Play For Paralysis
Benefit Friday

Saul Pogrotsky Heads
New Body Organized
To Protect Local
Business Firms

Carlisle Orange Post
Effects Working Setup To Aid War
Effort At Home

Variety Of Prizes
Donated Here For
President's Party

Prizes ranging from cosmetics
To promote and protect the
At the instigation of G. Lee
to candlesticks have been donatinterests of Princeton's retail
McClain, former State Adjutant
ed by Princeton merchants to
of
merchants, representatives
General and now cnairman of
be warded at the President's
the
at
met
business
concerns
19
Department,
the
Kentucky
Birthday
celebration for benefit
night
Thursday
Club
last
Elks
DeNational
American Legion
of infantile paralysis sufferers,
fense Committee, C. W. Gowin,
and formed the Princeton Retail
to be held at the Elks Club Fricommander of Carlisle Orange
Merchants Association, electing
day night, Gus Kortrecht, chairLegion, has
Post, American
Saul Pogrotsky president.
man, said Tuesday. The party
named committee heads within
were
Other officers named
Donna and Nancy, twin daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Herman Mitchell, Jr., son of will include a dance, bingo and
the local post to effect the same
Edwards. Mrs. Edwards will be remembered here as Lula Wade Merl Drain, vice president; James Mr. and Mrs. Herman Mitchell, bridge and generous patronage
as already
organization here
Hewlett
secretary,
by the public is urged.
Diggs popular daughter of the Rev. and Mrs. E. E. Diggs who have McCaslin,
and
Naby
State
the
adopted
B.
N.
Camer- Sr., Princeton, who was sent to
treasurer,
Central
Morgan,
the
.of
pastor
Boy Scouts sold lapel button.,
was
Diggs
Mr.
moved to Texas. The Rev.
tional Legion bodies.
Dick and W. D. Rus- the Naval Reserve Training and "Wishing Well" cans in the
The setup calls for a National Presbyterian Church until last Spring. Mrs. Edwards was an on, Edwin
her sell, with the officers, comprise Station at Great Lakes, Ill. last stores about the business diof eight honor graduate of Butler and worked in North Carolina until
Defense committee
week. Mitchell, a popular Prince- trict collected dimes better than
marriage last winter. The babies were born in November and the board of directors.
members, with a general chairhas for its
association
The
old.
weeks
five
were
they
when
taken
were
photos
the
man to be known as the Post
ton boy who is a graduate of last year, Mr. Kortrecht said.
primary purpose the advanceAdvance sale of tickets has not
National Defense Chairman. W.
Butler High School, joined the
ment and benefit of storekeepbeen pushed thus far but Mrs.
E. Jones has been named to this
Navy early this month.
Old Soldier Enjoys
ers here and prevention of bad
Will Loftus and members of
place.
Companionship Of His
practices, such as exploitation
the Merry Maids Club were
Hobart McGough is chairman
from outside sources. The assoexpected to busy
themselves
Very Young Pet Puppy
of the committee on Naval Afciation expected to eliminate all
with this enterprise the last few
of
have
fairs,
responsibility
to
we have always takadvertising schemes
irregular
R. T. Barrett, Dulaney, 95
days prior to the event.
aiding recruiting for the Navy
personal view in our
such promoters to
by
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years
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Parks,
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Haskel
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office
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A.
of
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C.
chairman
Nuchols
bee we sincerely
Suffers Loss Of
will investigate for the members
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Monday with a very small
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ens become such that
sky
said, to enable even the
Davenport flourspar mine, beThirteen white men and one for this important engagement.
BarMr.
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old
community.
• not take the part of
in
smallest merchant in town to Negro will compromise Caldwell
Marion and Salem
Prizes were solicited by George
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who have proven
be represented in the associa- county's February draft quota Eldred, Burhl Hollowell
county, blinded one
Crittenden
and
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deaf
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Air
committee
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recruitgreat worth to the
tion without fees being burden- for the Army, Hubert Young, in Chairman Kortrecht who met
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him and "is
against
this
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ing.
nity we serve, we no
some.
afternoon. The injured
charge of the Selective Service with splendid response, 'it was
a lot of company for me."
Walter Meyers is chairman for Monday
will be interested in
It is planned to have regular Board's office, said Wednesday. announced. Approximately 25
brought to the Princewere
men
still is this
hearty
and
Hale
Marine
Corps
recruiting.
ing a newspaper or
meetings the third Thursday
where it is feared
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police and to aid in registration whose
arguments which suit
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explosion.
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tinued on page eight)
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charge
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and hence appeals for day and, due to delay in receipt or to give other definite infor- wholesalers, from whom they
but had not been ex- funds
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program, Commander
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r, American Red Cross,
other men are not
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the chapter's war relief
•
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ian Defense work, both that of married.
June 30, 1942, when a new
of $1,750, had reached a
the Post and of the unit by
stamp must be purchased for
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of approximately $1,450
Purchase-Pennyrile
Chairman Leo Walker, appoint- U. K. President Coming
$5.
Lands Man In Jail
Teams Meet at Murray
y arternoon, Frank G.
ed county chairman for Civilian Here For 2 Addresses
chairman, reported. The Defense by State Director J. J.
Apprehended on a charge of
Murray—Mutray High'School's
Leaders
W7is slowed by inclement
Each Person To Get
Princeton is to have a dis- having cashed a bogus check Caldwell
Greenleaf some time ago.
Tigers
will play
undefeated
this week but it is
tinguished guest in the person Tuesday afternoon at the Fed- Attend Farm Meeting
Hartford High School, and CalThree-Quarters Of
the goal may be reached
of Dr. H. L. Donovan, new presi- erated Store, John Boucher was
vert City's Wildcats will tangle
Clubs To Have Charge
Carl Sparks, H. C. Herrington,
Pound A Week
turday, Mr. Wood said.
dent of the University of Ken- lodged in jail here Tuesday
with Graham in the Seventh AnOf Quail Liberation
W. D. Armstrong, S. J.'Lliwery,
have been three $50
tucky, who will come here night. The check, it was charged,
nual Purchase-Pennyrile Basket(By Associated Press)
Frankfort, Jan. 28—Game and Thursday, Feb. 26 and remain bore a forged signature of R. L. Homer Mitchell and Willis King
ns, eight of $25, three of
ball game Monday evening, FebWashington.—Government raof $10' and 52 of $5 each. Fish clubs over the State of over Friday. Feb. 27. He will Beck, of the county, and Bouch- Crawford and County Agent J.
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February with each person limold last Wednesday after- appoint their quail liberation the Sub-Experiment Station Fri- ed to have, confessed to police progress there this week, at Mayor Wants Names Of
ited to three/quarters of a pound
and
which farm problems in con- All Service Men On
immediately
it the home of Mrs. Dique committees
and C. W. Gowin at the jail.
day.
a week.
be
will
nection with the war
Yielded $179 toward the send names of said committee
Flagpole Memorial
Announcing the program,Price
disunder
subject
primary
the
Paducah,
,oss war relief goal, while members in to the division ofWhitmer,
T.
E.
Mr.
Mr. Curba Deen, Madisonville,
cussion. They are expected to
Wigginton, chairman for fices in Frankfort at once.
Base of the- large steel flag- Administrator Leon Henderson
visited his brother, Mr. Gus was a business visitor here Wedreturn home Saturday.
na. reported contributions
pole, to be erected in the court- said it was proposed, too, to
Deen and family here Monday. nesday.
aggregated $180 Monday. February Tire Quota
house yard through cooperation recover excess stocks from perOther group donations, the
of the,, city, county, civic or- sons . who have hoarded supDemand
Truck
Less;
reported
Highway garage
ganizations and public spirited plies.'
The prospective allowance comItlyville Homemakers, $10; Exceeds Allotment
citizens, should be large enough
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with average per capita
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or
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a
support
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fense and the Nursing Council
Volunteers Are HelpGraduates Will Be
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2
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National
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all
I, $5; Eddy Creek Church, tire
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Caldwell
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with four
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, Flat Rock School, $21.66; and 10 truck tires,
Shortage In Nation
serving in World War No. 2,
sary First Aid
passenger cars and
country well," says a curfor
their
tubes
school, $10.94; Princeton
Mayor W. L. Cash told the City actual shortage of about oneMorgan, secEarl Adams,
de $24; Butler High, 18 for trucks, John
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Cross
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ing. This is a reduction in tires. course of first aid under Mrs. shortage of graduate nurses by
of this war.
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Frank
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said..
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Dynamite Blast
Injures Three Men

14 Men Comprise
Next Draft Quota

0 Subscribed
d Cross Drive

Sugar Rationing
Will Start oon

50 Princeton Women Take Nurses' Course
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worker's pay for bonds and stamps.
Gasoline will be rationed, unless tire
shortage stops much driving of cars.
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If you need a new typewriter and can
find one, buy it now.
The same for auo parts arid radio tubes.
TrailspRxiati_9%. stortage will become
acuteswithin the next few months.
And, if you will read the what-it-means
columns in the daily newspapers (and the
Associated Press feature by this name in
The Leader) you will know that despite all
the headlines, the German army in `1.ussia
is not defeated, is ifi^no danger of being
routed, is still the biggest and the best
military machine on Earth.
Alarmists who cried at first about 10
years of war have quieted now; but a consensus of opinion of those who should
know, as reflected in best advices printed
and heard on the air waves, is that we will
have at least 2 years of this war; which
means doing without just about everything
needed to guarantee the victory, except the
bare essentials.

DAYLIGHT SAVING IS
NO GREAT BOTHER
Some confusion, as usual, exists locally
regarding application of the daylight saving
edict which goes into effect nationally Monday, Feb. 9. But this should be simple.
When you go to bed Sunday night, February 8, just set your clocks and watches
up an hour. Then set your alarm clock, if
you use one, at the usual time. When it
rings, get up and go about your business as
usual ... and keep doing that latter for
the duration of the war, if you can.
Of course prudence dictates you might
go to bed an hour earlier OA is your
custom, since you will be, that very first
day, getting up an hour earlier. But in
many instances, even that health protecting
precaution will not be necessary nor will
it be taken.
President Roosecelt has advised the Nation nearly a billion kilowatt-hours of ener
gy (it is presumed he meant electric ener
gy) will be saved annually by this expedien
t.
We only hope our share of this saving
is
manifested in the bill Dick Gregory
will
send us sometime each month duri
ng the
war. Of course it is sheer folly to
guess at
what time of the month this bill
will be
forthcoming, for neither war nor
daylight
saving time can be expected seri
ously to
affect the mysterious ways in whic
h Dick
and the KU work their wonders.
CONSENSUS IS WAR
WILL LAST TWO YEARS
Street corner discussions in
Princeton
tend toward oft-repeated expr
ession of
opinion that this war cannot last
long, that
a lot of the fuss and bother we
are being annoyed with currently is unne
cessary, that
there will be plenty of cars
, tires and
everything else before long.
In short, that while it took
us a long time
to get in, all that's needed now
is for Uncle
Sam t% turn around right bris
kly a time or
two, with his big fists doubled
up and striking out where they will do
the most good
. and school will be out for
the Axis, and
peace will come again.
Which only proves that dow
n here in the
hinterlands most of us don'
t really know
how scared folks are on the
east and west
coasts, nor how busy the Big
Wigs are in
the high places trying to
bring order out of
a confusion which has its
roots deep in just
the sort of Main street thin
king mentioned
above.
This is going to be a bad
war; and perhaps it is going to be a long
war, hard tho
it is to understand how
any nation, even
the richest in the world,
can long stand up
under annual expenditure
of $56 billion
for war.
The price control law
will be in effect
soon.
When Spring apparel is
shown for the
ladies, they will know a
war is going on.
Ditto for _men, a little later
on, altho there
will be plenty of plain clot
hing for all.
Uncle Sam will hold out
part of each

Kanzler Turns The Crank
By Herman Allen
Associated Press Feature Writ
er
Washington—"Gee," said Ernest
Carlton
Kanzler, who has just been hand
ed one of
the biggest and hottest jobs
in the War
Production Board, "I don't see
much use in
glorifying a fellow just beca
use he's been
appointed to a big job. Why don'
t you wait
and see if I do any4 good?"
Kanzler, a Ford big-shot for
25 years, is
the man Generalissimo Dona
ld Nelson of
WPB chose to put the auto
mobile industry
on a full wartime basis. He
has all the authority President Roosevelt
conferred qn
Nelson himself. He can comp
el one manufacturer to open his tool room
s to another
manufacturer; he can do almo
st anything
that will wring another
tank or another
bomber engine out of Amer
ica's No. 1 industry.
As Nelson put it, Kanzler
isn't going to
run any "debating society.
" He's going to
get work done, which is
nothing new to him.
Kanzler's main fun in life
is work. He
dabbles in photography,
pla\ya tennis and
golf but mostly he just
works. He has
little patience with
people Who complain
about putting in nine or
10 hours a day.
As for winning the war:
"The way I see
it, we've got to produce
all we can. If the
other side comes out with
a boat with four
oars, we've got to come
out with one with
eight oars."
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u Lick The Men
I'll Lick The Kids'
ebb, Colo. UP)—"I
join the navy," announc
year-old boy who cro
way through a group of
g up at the desk of •
'ter Thomas Guynn. '
tight Japs?" Guynn
cled. "You've got a lo
n than can lick the Japs,"
boy. "But they got kids,
dl can lick their kids!"

R0WELL

STRALI

Member: National Editorial Association
HISTORY REPEATS AS
BOY SCOUTS PERFORM
History repeats itself!
The Boy Scouts of America is living again
the stirring days of 1917 and 1918. The
present conflict recalls service rendered the
Nation when Scouting was only 7 years old.
Now, as its 32nd anniversary nears, the
Boy Scouts of America again serves America at war, services ranging from poster
distribution to blackout first aid.
Early in 1941, before the United States
became involved in actual war, the Boy
Scouts of America was asked to take the
responsibility for distribution of posters
advertising sale of United States Defense
Bonds and Stamps. Boy Scouts Rut up
1,700,000.
Almost immediately the Office of Civilian
Defense requested aid of the Boy Scou
ts
in helping to collect scrap aluminum for
airplane construction. Boy Scouts here
and
all over the United States collected 10 milli
on
pounds of alumnium-80 percent of
all
collected.
Then came the appeal to collect
waste
paper. Thousands of tons of waste
paper
have been gathered already by the
m and
their quest for it continues.
As in the last World War the Boy Scou
ts
are doing those things of which
they are
capable to help the home front in
its fight
for the democratic way of life.
—RCwtrting prepares boys for man
y "good
turns" and America has lear
ned trough
war and peace a Boy Scout is depe
ndable.
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Landing of sea-borne Japanese troops on New Guinea, the Solomon Islands
Britain provides bases from which Japan may now command Torres Strait between and New
Australia
and New Guinea, possibly forcing Allied shipping into a 3,000-mile detour south of
Australia. Approximate air line miles from new Japanese bases to points in Australia are indic
ated.
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line to the national policy; how
lately and how disastrously
some others have done the opposite is shown by the author's
Churchill's mind and course, it quotation from Lord Baldwin—
is not difficult to assay the Baldwin admitted for the record,
By John Selby
AM...11M inmoti
movements, and the results, of it will be recalled, that he could
have done nothing about preBritish policy.
It still remains almost an imChurchill has sponsored, paredness and Mr Churchill's
possibility _to. write a rgally first, from the first moment of his other warnings without losing
rate biography of a living hero, public career, a policy of dyna- the general election of 19351
So he chose to win the electand although Philip Guedalla has migrn. He always moved. It is
ion.
Mr.
of
think
to
possible
more
made a noble effort in his "Mr. no
Mr. Guedalia's review of Mr.
Churchill," he has not brought Churchill setting out to confront
career up to 1930 is
Churchill's
umbrella
black
a
with
Hitler
it off. But he has brought off
excellent, if a little forced at
something else which probably and an armour of naivete than it
is possible to think of Hitler times. His survey of the last
is more important.
eleven years is a shrewd pre7
This is an alignment of British setting out to conquer the
in which irony serves
formance
mache
papier
with
Netherlands
policy
domestic
foreign and
to point up fact. Those
constantly
Mr.
(secondly)
For
s.
tank
through the period of Mr.
were the years of great unpopuChurchill's active life which can Churchill has always been a
Churchill could
larity, when
be understood by the famous, realist, Mr. Guedalla shows.
against officialprokress
no
make
prime
the
and now somewhat bemused, Like Lord Randolph,
his prophecies and
when
dom,
Churchill
Mr.
father,
minister's
Guedalla
Mr.
man in the street.
his demands for action were
has been able to do this because has always subjugated the party
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lled it with spring water.
ow the radiator's frozen
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U. S. Can't Go Back To Buggies
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all bicycles; license plates issued
By Jack Stinnett
a 25 cent fee; exWashington. — The potential annually for
riders and inspectof
amination
crisis in motor transportation in
before license
bicycles,
of
ion
a
to
rise
is
giving
civilian life
issued.
are
plates
lot of balderdash.
••
_ The idea that we are going to
Drive
Aid
Movies
return really to the hOrSe and
buggy daysl for example, is some To Nab Pickpockets
of it. Naturally, with a shortage
Mexico City (?P)—Movie-goers
of tires, trucks and cars, some here can look over the pictures
trucking and delivery companies
most notorious
who can adopt Old Dobbin to of the city's
their needs are going to do so. pickpockets and sneak thiefs
The use of horses for getting now while they wait for seats at
about and for hauling in farm a super-production.
The police force, which posts
and small communities also will
increase. But if just that went pictures of a new cast of charto anything like the limits of acters every week in the movie
its possibilities all over the lobbies, put this notice under
country, the horse market would the photographs:
"Possibly this criminal is bebe as empty as the barn with
side you now. Be careful!"
the open door.
One government expert told
me recently that it would take
about ten years to breed the nation's horse population back to
what it was in the buckboard
era. Even if a sufficient increase
could be developed in time to
do any good, there still would
be the problem of reviving the
manufacture of carriages and
harness.
Any demand for these in great
quantities would necessitate virtually new industries, with a
demand for new machine tools
and new craftsmanship. There
still would be the problem of
priorities.
• • •
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ys Flowers Help
War Burdens
ersons seeking help to ene the thoughts or burdens of
r should grow flowers, in the
won of Prof. N. R. Elliott,
dscape expert at the Universiof Kentucky College of Agrilure and Home Economics.
very homemaker," he says,
ould grow some flowers durthis year. There is no one
ng that will do so much to
the burdens of,,.war as the
owing of flowers. The home
th its interests and attractions
uld become of more importcc to us during these trying
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Guidepost

In Mr. Churchill he has a measuring rod which never varies in
particulars.
essential
several
Granting the consistency of Mr.

A.

ignored. Later, when the prophesies came true, action was
demanded of c/14burchill—and we
know the magnificent result of
that demand.
"Mr. Churchill" may not be
Mr. Guedalla's best book, but It
is one of his most useful.

116 Bushels Corn
On 4-H Club Acre
A yield of 116 bushels from
one acre gave the Kentucky 4-H
club corn growing championship
for 1941 to John Elmer Kalmey
of Valley Station, Jefferson
county. He grew U. S. No. 13
hybrid corn, and made the big
yield despite a drouth which hit
stage. Kalmey was the Kentucky 4-H club dairy champion
the crop at the roasting ear
in 1937 and in 1938.
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It is interesting to note that
the National Safety Council is
on its toes. Even before the prospect of increaser cycling was
given the stimulus of government recommendation, the Council was out with a national survey of bicycle accidents, their
cause and cure.
In the last year for which
figures are complete, 1939, there
were more than 700 deaths and
34,000 injuries reported from bicycle accidents.
Through the FBI's traffic division and its law enforcement
bulletin which goes to thousands
of police forces fhil over the
country, the Council is recommending police registration of

Service Insurance Agency
INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS

Glenn E. Farmer

W. C. Sparks

Sam Koltinsky

TO YOU AND YOUR NEIGHBOR

Please Read And Act
•
Members of the Kentucky Legislature at
Frankfort are talking about passing a
special privilege law for the sole benefit
of the Tennessee Valley Authority.

The barrier that keeps the Authority out
is its own operating rules. These rules
are in conflict with our State laws. Why
not change the rules instead of the law?

This Company has not at any time opposed the coming of TVA into our State,
but has vigorously opposed the Manner
of its coming. The Company .has always
co-operated with TVA and other federal
agencies in the sale and distribution of
electric energy in order that the users
would benefit most. To continue such cooperation we ask only that TVA operate
under the same laws as we do.

With many other citizens, the Company
believes that no special law should be
passed that gives a federal agency—or any
group,-rights and privileges not given to
others in the same business.

The Company is legally advised that the
TVA does not need a special privilege
law permitting it to come into Kentucky.

A deep basic principle—of state's rights and selfgovernment---is involved in this question.

business, the Company--with many other tax-payers---earnestly believes there
should be no such discrimination. It is unfair, undemocratic and destructive.
As a taxpaying Kentucky

You--every taxpayer in the State—will be vitally affected by the passage of
this special privilege bill. You should do everything possible to convince your
senator and representative that they shouid get all the facts about the bill before
drawing their conclusions. ACT TODA Y.

•
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
INCORPORATiO

The Princeton Leader,
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Salvation Army Is
To
Invited
Farmers
4-H1
[Caldwell
I
At the 4Free Picture Show !Club News Serving Soldiers
Churches

Navy Recruits Told
Not To Quit Jobs

"Hidden Harvest" Will

Training Stations Full;
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH

Volunteers Must Wait
Their Turns
The Navy Department has an-• that-men who are sent
for enlistment be advised to not
quit their jobs as they are likely to .be returned home on in-

4
re.4

E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A. M. Sunday school.
11 A. M. Morning worship and
the Sacrament of the Lord's
Supper.
6:15 P. M. Youth Fellowship
service. Harold Piercy will be
the leader.
7:00 P. M. "Serving God On
Our Own Initiative."
All visitors are welcome in
,
the service.

because training
active duty
stations are filled to capacity
and classes of recruits muht be
graduated before there will be
accomodations for new recruits.
It is expected that in the very
near future training stations will
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
be handling an increasingly
as
recruits
large number of
J. G. Cothran, Minister
volunteers are answering their
Sunday School at 9:45.
country's call in _ traditional
Morning Worship at 11:00.
American fashion.
Sermon theme, "A Door Is OpenNew barracks are being built ed for the Gospel to the Genat all the training I stations. tiles."
Workmen at Great Lakes Naval
Baptist Training Union at 6.
Training Station recently erected
Evening worship at 7:15. Sera new steam heated drj11-hall mon theme, "The Place of Rein record time; 18 days from the pentance in Establishing a Right
the Relationship Between God and
time plans were handed
contractors the hall was turned Man."
over to the latest contingent of
Prayer service at 7:15 WedU. S. fighting men.
nesday night.
The Navy recruiting officer
The pastor is beginning a
will be in Princeton until Fri- series of messages Sunday mornday afternoon of this week and ing on "Missions." At the evenvolunteers are asked to contact ing hour the pastor is beginning
him at the postoffice.
a series on "Securing and MainThere is a new class of Naval taining a High Relationship with
Reserve for young men who are God and our Fellowman." Come
still attending school, known as with us in these services.
V-1. Men enlisting in V-1 will
be sent for enlistment but are CHURCH OF CHRIST
asked not to quit school as they
will be returned, home on in- Charles C. Lancaster, Minister
Every Sunday brings an inactive duty and will not be called for service unless needs of crease in audience. Congregational singing without instruthe Navy make it imperative.
ments of music.
Bible Study 2:00 p. m., taught
Commissioner's Notice
by J. W. Quinn.
Preaching, 2:30, "God's FoolAll persons having claims
against the estate of W. F. Row- ishness vs. Man's Wisdom.".
Preaching, 7:00, "The Church
land, deceased, are hereby notified to present same properly Enlarging Its Fellowship."
Prayer
meeting
Wednesday
proven on or before the first day
of March 1942. All claims not night, 7:00 p. m. A ready welundersigned come awaits your visit. Come
presented to the
properly proven by said date and hear an uncensored apostolic
account
of
New
Testament
shall be barred.
All persons knowing them- Christianity.
selves indebted to the said W.
F. Rowland _estate will please FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
come forward and settle same
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
at once.
J. F. Graham, Supt.
Amy Frances Littlepage
Bible School, 9:45a Classes and
Master Commissioner, Calddepartments for every age.
well Circuit Court, Princeton
Morning worship, 10:50. We
3t
Kentucky.
come quietly seeking to draw
very near unto God. Enter to
Execufor'S Notice
worship—depart to serve.
The evening worship, 7:00.
All persons indebted to the
Let us sing and worship toestate of the late Ida Mae Duke
gether.
Will please call and_settle same
Young people meet at 6:00
by the first day of March 1942
All three groups.
and all persons having claims
Wednesday
evening
prayer
against the said estate will preservice, 7:00.
sent them properly •proven as
We appreciate the interest of
requirr&-briaw by March 1st
our members and are happy for
1942.
our visitors. tome worship with
C. M. Wood. Executor 3t
us.
Card Of Thanks
We desire to express our heart
felt thanks and sincere apprea
ciation to all our friends and
neighbors for their many acts
of kindness shown in the recent
death of our recent husband
and stepfather, Jerry L. Barnes.
To those who spoke words of
comfort, Mr. Brown, the undertaker, for kind services and for
the beautiful flowers. May the
Lord's richest blessing be upon
each and everyone of them.
Mrs. Jerry Barnes and stepchildren: Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
Baker, Mr. and Mrs. "Dock"
Baker, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Wylie.
The Federal Bureau of Investfgation secured 83 convictions of
crimes on the high seas in the
last fiscal year.

At Cobb

MondaiNight

Monday. night, Jan. 28, Herm- follows:
an Brenda, vocational agricul- ,Mondsy, Feb. 2, White, 9:00ag.
ture instructor of Cobb High m.; Lewistown, 10:15 a.m.; Hall,
School, started a night school 1:15 p. m.; Butler, 3:30 p. m.
Tuesday, Feb. 3, Cobb, 8:30 a.
for farmers of Cobb and adjoining communities. The class will m.; Chapel, 10:00 a. ma Hollingsmeet each Monday night at 7 worth, 11:00 a.m.; Scottsburg,
o'clock for the next nine weeks. 1:00 p. m.; Friendship, 2:00 p.
Present the first night were: m.
Wednesday, Feb. 4, FarmersJ. M. Wood, Garland Wood, Guy
Ladd, Richard Hart, Chester ville, 9:00 a. m.; Creswell, 10:00
Davis, Hoy a. ma/Crider, 11:00 a. m.; DotCravens, Marvin
Sisk, Claude Cortner, Delmas son, f2:45 p. m.
Cortner, Dewey Keller, Roy
Thursday, Feb. 5, Flat Rock,
Newsom, Earl Wood, Lawrence 1:15 p. ma Fredonia (Col) 2:15
Holmes, Percy Piercy, Floyd p. m.; Fredonia (white) 3:00 p.m.
Dunn and Anderson Walker.
The program for the month is
At the next meeting, Monday "Poultry in Kentucky." This
night, Feb. 2, a motion picture, topic will be discussed by memwill
be bers who take part in the pro"Hidden
Harvest,"
shown, illustrating how farmers gram. "Poultry in Kentucky"
can discover hidden harvests and other.. similar subjects will
when they use better methods. be discussed in future meetings.
This picture is education, instructive and entertaining. All Cattle Market Steady
farmers are urged to attend and At Monday's Sale Here
to bring their family. Admission
The cattle market was reportis free.
ed steady for Monday's sale at
the Princeton Livestock Company's yards with 711 head
moving. Long fed steers topped
at $12, short fed steers at $11,
baby beeves at $12, No. 1 veals
at $13.70 and hogs at $11.60.
Milch cows ranged from $40 to
Barnes Warns State
$80.
EmployereTo Avoid

Jobless Payments
Due Before Jan. 31

*lg.
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make
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comfortable as possible while
Uncle
they are training to serve
George
Sam," says Captain
Clendenan, in charge of SalvaHopkinsville.
tion Army work in
U.S.O. units
places,
many
In
are under supervision of Salvation Army officers working on
a full time schedule with this
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DD UP YOUR BILLS.

If they total $300 or less get
the money from us and
them all. Have only one place
to pay and one small payment
to make each week or month.
Prompt, courteous, confidential service

WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE AND
PRICES

INTERSTATE

Hinson's Institution

FINANCE CORP. OF KY.

Phone 2988

Richmond, hid.

! Mrs. Clifton
Princeton dr
irne on N. Jet
• .day night, -Jan.

ROBERT BENCHLEY
ALLYN JOSLYN • EVE ARDEN • HELEN WESTLEY • A COLUMBIA PICTURI
Ats:
MUSICAL — JOHNNY LONG AND HIS °RCM sTRI
M-G-M FEATURETTE
P
IFMOUNT \l'il'

106Y4 Market St.—Phone 470

TUES.
And we've got hits like these stored
back . . .
entertainment solid as a Defense Bond . .
"ONE FOOT IN HEAVEN,"
"SUSPICION,"
"LADY BE GOOD" and "YOU
BELONG TO
ME.".
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soldiers.
"We are up to our necks in
war work, and will be for the
duration. Mobile canteens, carrying cheer and refreshment to
the men, are another feature of
our war work."
"I am grateful for this opportunity to thank the public
for the splendid confidence reposed in our organization, and
assure everyotie we will not
break faith with that confidence," said Captain Clendenan.

-1(

CALL, PHONE OR WRITE
FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

'

For Generous

Frankfort, Jan. 26.—(1P)—The
$750,000 deficiency bill appropriating $200,000 to meet any
war emergencies and providing
for other expenditures during
the coming six months was signed Monday by Governor JohnThe first professional train- son as Kentucky legislators rePenalties Now
ing school for librarians in the turned for a busy afternoon on
Frankfort, Jan. 28—Employers world was established at Co- other measures.
were reminded today by V. E. lumbia College, New York, in
Barnes, executive director
of 1887.
Try a Leader Classified Ad
the Kentucky Unemployment
Compensation Commission, that
contributions to the State's job
insurance fund for the final
*** *** •
quarter of 1941 must be paid
lir
*
not later than January 31, if
The American Motion Picture is one of our most
the employer is to avoid penalty *
*
and if he is to receive full credit
effective media in informing and entertaining our
for the payment against his 1941 *
citizens . . . (it) has a very useful contribution
Federal unemployment tax.
to make during the war emergency."
"Only contributions paid by
*
January 31 can be fully creditFRANLIN D. ROOSEVELT
*
*
ed against the employer's 1941
Federal
unemployment
tax,"
Barnes emphasized. "This includes not only contributions due
for the last quarter of 1941, but
also contributions for any quarter of 1941 which are as yet unpaid."

"16" MINERAL FUME SYSTEM DID
ACHIEVE THE DESIRED RESULTS.
•
We are equipped to care for house patrons.

208 N. 10th St.

February 4-H Club meetings,
with the 16 clubs of the county
participating will be held as

ONTO!'

2

jIA

1 0NIGH T

[Deaths and
Funerals

SOMETHING CAN BE DONE!
By the elimination of the poisons and the
assimilation of the
minerals into the system, SOMETHING CAN BE
DONE for
Arthritis, Rhdumatism, Sinus, Colds, Nervousness,
Poor
Circulation, High and Low Blood Pressure and
dozens of
other ailments.

4."

Presented

Captain Clendenan
Thanks Princeton Public

Frankfort, January 27—Jobless benefit payments of $1,397
were received by workers of
Caldwell county during December, according to V. E. Barnes,
executive director of the Kentucky Unemployment Compensation Commission.
During December (unemployed Kentucky workers and those
who had moved out of the State *** *
MAMMT.M. received $189,809.00 in
benefits,
$11,000 more than was paid out
in November.
Barnes said the continued rise
in benefit payments was due to
dislocations of workers because
We're doing our best, Mr. President.
of materials priorities and the
We, the staff of the Capitol Theatre, pledge our
Danny Wilson Gilbert fact that the war has caused lay
services to the single purpose of keeping Princeoffs in non-essential categories.
Funeral services were held
ton entertained during the trying itmes ahead.
Thursday, January 22, for DanFred Astaire's new military musical, "YOU'RE
The first saw mills in the
ny Wilson Gilbert,8 months, who
IN THE ARMY NOW", is a sure gloom chase,
United States were located at
died at the home of his parents,
and is doing a swell job of it right now.
Jamestown, Va., and Berwick,
Mr. and Mrs. John'Wilson Gil- Me.,
in 1625 and 1631, respectbert, on January 21. Burial was
Then there's "THEY DIED WITH THEIR BOOTS
ively.
in Livingston Cemetery, near
ON" coming next week. It will make us prOud
Fredonia.
to be Americans . . . proud of the great
heritage
of red-blooded courage that is part of every
one
Dr. Ira N. Babrielson, director
of us.
of the fish and wildlife service,
estimates America's annual conAnd we'll give them laughs when Fredric March
sumption of wild game and fish
and Loretta Young get here in
"BEDTIME
is 4,623,000,000 pounds and in an
STORY" . . exciting adventure in "BAHAMA
emergency could be increased to
PASgAGE" . . . spine-tingling thrills in "SWAMP
6,000,000,000 pounds.
WATER"... romance in "THIS THING CALLED
LOVE."
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Mrs. Harry Blades, Jr., Princeton; Personal service chairman,
itself
Mrs. McConnell, Harmony; Misow of the spruce
sionary study chairman, Mrs.
the snow.
Jeff Watson, Fredonia. Stewardmeasured,
ship chairman, Mrs. L. J. Knoth,
n the fence, the road Kuttawa.
row, Tell us again
At the noon hour a delicious
aching, limitless
lunch was served. The next
ays,
meeting will be in Eddyville
spruce!
April 22.
Anneke Van Zindran
!dress
s

Featurette!

AVALRY"
Texas

Merry Maids

-garet June Childress
s to members of the
ds Club at her home
Jefferson St., Tuesday
27, at 7:30 o'clock.
for the Red Cross was
activity. The group
tickets for the
ell
nd plans were
ell party to be
sday, Feb. 5 for the
leaving for service.
,ere Misses Katherine
•bbie Lou Hobgood,
ston, Flora Jane Kolrothy Coleman, Ruth
Virginia Wylie, MarChildress, Imogene
Betty Cook, Helen
d Louise Kevil.
meeting will be held
me of Miss Imogene
Maple St., Tuesday
3, for the purpose of
further plans for the
rty.
p is playing an acin the collection of
Book
the Victory

omes And
Club Meet
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"Corrigan
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• Terhune
•. . Chapter Two
F TEXAS RANGE
Sammy Baugh

r Homes and Gardent of the Woman's
Friday afternoon, Jan.
o'clock at the home
S. Stinebaugh, Hopi, for their regular
wery Caldwell prethe meeting and Mrs.
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am, with Mrs. 0. M.
d Mrs. J. R. Catlett,
e program, Mrs. Alvin
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ds to be given to the
•tted for the annual
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pupil in Butler High
the year.
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, Bert Keeney, R. D.
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Mr. Bland Newman, Ft. Knox,
Mrs. Harold P'Pool and little
spent last week-end With his daughters, Jean and Ann, of
Is Entertained
family here.
Morganfield, spent Wednesday
The W. M. U. of the Fredonia
Mrs. Bill Miller, Clarksville, with Mrs. P'Pool's
father, Mr.
Central Presbyterian Church met Tenn., is visiting her parents, J.,R. Beesley and
Mrs. Beesley.
at the /home of Miss Imogene Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Pettit, N. IfMiss Suzanne Sparks will
arWigginton Thursday, Jan. 21 at Jefferson St.
rive this week-end from WardMessrs. Charles Catlett and Belmont College, Nashville,
2 o'clock. The subject for disto
cussion was China.
Clinton Hobby, Detroit, spent spend the mid-winter
holidays
After the program refresh- last week-end
with
relatives with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ments were served to the follow- here.
W. C. Sparks, Eddyville Rd.
Mr. George Chambers, Milan,
ing members: Mesdames Noble
Mrs. Lee Cardin and little
•
Evitom Club Has
Paris, Lafayette Layman, James Tenn., spent last week-end with daughter, Nancy, of MadisonLandis, Leonard Guess, William his family here.
Monthly Meeting
ville spent last Friday with Mrs.
Young, J. B. Sory, J. E. HillyCounty Judge Herman Lee Cardin's father,
Mr. Harvey
The Evitom Club held its ard, Misses Imogene Wigginpn, Stephens spent Sunday in PaduSatterfield.
—
- •
regular monthly meeting at the Nell Guess and two visitors, cah, as the guest of relatives.
Mr. John F. Loftus, Jr., who
home of Miss Cleo Ingram, W. Mrs. Ray Blackburn and Mrs.
Mr. T. B. McConnell, who is is employed in Paducah, spent
Market St., Wednesday night, T. N. Fuller.
employed in Louisville, spent last week-end with his family
January 28, at- 7:30 o'clock, with
last week-end with his family here.
Miss Archie Duning, as cohere.
Mr. and Mrs. McKinney Malhostess.
Mrs. Pauline Shelby, Avon, lory and family moved to MadiMrs. Wilson Routt had charge
N. Y., arrived last week to spend sonville last Saturday, where
of the program.
J. D. Lester, Jr. returned from the Winter with Mrs. W. C. Wag- Mr. Mallory has been transferPresent were
Misses
Mary Detroit last week, where he has goner, S. Seminary St.
red to the W.P.A. office there. ,
Wilson Eldred, Cleo Ingram, been employed for the last sev- I Mrs. Frank Farmer returned
Jimmy Richardson, now emRuth Hobgood. Martha Harris, eral Ronths.
last week from Miami, Florida, ployed in Arizona, is visiting his
Virginia Morgan, Mabel JohnMr. and Mrs. William Satter- where she visited for two weeks. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
ston, Robbie Lou Hobgood, Eli- field and little son, William Mr. and Mrs. Rex Farmer and Richardson
and other relatives
zabeth Soper, Archie Dunning Hughes, of Owensboro, were daughter, Petty Jean accom- here.
and Mesdames Wilson Routt, J. guests of relatives here last panied her home and remained
Mrs. H. R. Braddy, Houston,
B. Maxwell, Harold McGowan week-end.
several days berore returning Texas and Mrs. Gerald F. Baker,
and Charlie Elder.
Miss Hilda Pepper returned to their home in Detroit.
near Eddyville, were guests of
At the close of the meeting from Lexington last Thursday
Mr. Otis Smith, Louisville, is Mrs. Edythe Patterson here Wedrefreshments were served by where she has been employed the guest of relatives here
this nesday.
the hostesses.
for the last several months.
week.
Mrs. Frances Morgan is ill at
Fredonia W. M. S.

Personals

Brotherhood

iiiii
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her

me on W. Main St..
treitynent.
is. F. Y. B. Foster, Central .Mrs. Guthrie Yates, Marion, is
City, spent last Saturday with improving after a major operaher parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry tion.
Mr. G. E. McDowell, Fredonia,
Joiner.
Route 3, is slightly improved
)&r. and Mrs. Thomas Lacy after
treatment for the last
irnd little son, of Hopkihsville, week.
Mn.'W. S. Clark, Marion, is
visited Mrs. Lacy's parents last
week-end, Mr. and Mrs. R. S. much improved after a week's
treatment.
Sneed.
Mrs. F. A. Knoth, Eddyville,
Mrs. Gabe McCandless, Smithland, visited her mother, Mrs. is much improved after two
W. N. Strong, North Harrison week's treatment.
Mr. Milton Barnes, Princeton,
St., here last Sunday.
e Mrs. George Smiley, Jr., will was dismissed today after treatleave SundaV for Chicago, where ment he received for injuries he
she will join Mr. Smiley, who received in a fall two weeks
has been employed there for ago.
Mrs. Roberta Laverty returned
several months. Mrs. Smiley has
been a member of the hospital to hez home on E. Main St.,
staff at the Princeton Hospital Mony after receiving treatment last week.
for the last year.
.• Owen Thomas, house-boy at
the Princeton Hospital for the
HOSPITAL NEWS
last several months, has recently
Mrs. J. J. James was admitted accepted a position with the I.
to the hospital Tuesday for C. Railroad.
treatment for a fractured hip.
Burgess, W.
Miss Dorothy
It is believed that a scarcity
Main St., submitted to a ton- of small mammals, such as rats,
silectomy Tuesday Morning.
mice and lemmings in the Artic
Mrs. Earl Green, Fredonia, is is the cause of the flight of
receiving treatment this week.
large numbers of snowy owls to
Mrs. H. M. Drain, McNary St., Eastern Cfnada and in New
is in the hospital this week for England.

Dinner

At Christian Church
A brotherhood dinner was
given in the recreation parlor
of the First Christian Church,
Wednesday night, January 21,
at 6:30 o'clock, with the Business
and Professional Women's group
of the Council in charge.
Eighty were present including
members of tne Council and
other members of the church.
Mrs. Glenn Cartwright had
charge of the program and others taking part were
Messrs.
Clauscine Baker, J. F. Graham,
Alton Templeton and Rev. Chas.
P. Brooks.
Mrs. Berdie Terry's group of
the Council (No. 2) was given
the award for having, placed
the most books in the library
and having the largest attendance at the regular meetings
during the last month.
-

* GOLDNAMERS

SCARFS
Buy your scarf and save.
Drastic reduction on all
scarfs including Silver Fox,
Sable and Baum Marten.

Use Our C
lent Budget Plan
A small down payment on your purchase
and the balance eon be arranged m easy
payments to At your budget.

Mrs. R. A. Willard
Hostess

To Club

Mrs. R. A. Willard was hostess
to the Wednesday afternoon Embroidery* Club ai her home on
N. Harrison St., Wednesday afternoon January 28, at 2:15
o'clock.
Present were Mesdames J. B.
Wadlington, George Groom, E.
M. McCaslin, E. L. McLin, Ray
Baker, R. W. Lisanby, R. A.
Willard, Mallie Pollard, Eugene
Young and Miss Matie Bond,
Miss Florence Nabb, Palm Beach
Florida, and Mrs. Ervin were
Two-Table Bridge Club met at
the home of Mrs. Tom Buttermore Thursilay afternoon, Jan.
22, at 1:30 o'clock.
•

Druggists
Thursday

I Mrs. Clifton Wood
I Princeton druggists
lome on N. Jefferson
Friday night, Jan. 234 at
ck.
t were Messrs. Frank
e, R. G. McClelland,
ood, Frank Gordon, W.
son, Clifton Hollowell,
Crawley, Arch Walker
dames Clifton Hollowell
on Wood.
rriuTits of sandwiches
drinks were served.

•

Afternoon

Bridge Club Meets

The Thursday Afternoon
Bridge Club met at the home of
Mrs. Tom Buttermore Thursday
afternoon, Jan. 22 at 1:30 o'clock.
Members present were Mesdames Ray Baker, R. A. Willard,
Harry Blades, Sr., Sallie Dorr,
Frank Morgan and R. W. Lisanby. Visitors were Mesdames V.
A. Phillips, Ervin, John Powers,
George Groom, John Loftus and
May Neel.
Members high-score prize went
to Mrs. R. A. Lisanby and secAssociation
ond, Mrs. Sallie Dorr. Visitors'
M. U. Meets
first prize was won by, Mrs.
M.U. of the Caldwell May Neel and second, Mrs. V.
Association met at the A. Phillips.
A dessert course was served.
Baptist Church WedJan. 21. Churches repwere Princeton, Eddy- Mrs. Coy Moore Hostess
.
uttawa and Fredonia.
Yates, Eddyville, was in To Fredonia Y.W.M.S.
•f the program. Speakers
Mrs. Coy Moore was hostess
day were: Mrs. John Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 14,
regional superintendent, at 2:30 o'clock to the Young
vine; Mrs. Harry Blades. Women's Missionary Society of
ceton; Mrs. Floyd Pyle, the First Baptist Church in Fre'copies leader, Hopkins- donia. After the program reecial music by Mrs. Coy freshments were served to the
rs. Chas. Young, Misses following:
Mesdames
Veldon
arris and Georgia Boaz. Yandell, J. J. Rogers, H. J. Watrs elected for the year son, Rebecca Willoughby
and
resident, Mrs. Yates, Ed- Charles Young.
Young peoples chairThe meeting
adjourned
to
rs. John Flynn, Eddy- meet next month with Mrs. J.
raining school chairman. J. Rogers.

competent Furrier will be here
10

aiiiit low is ;owe ielecitois.

GOLDNAMERS
announces the biggest
FUR SALE ever held in !Truk!'
In this, our greatest Feb sale of furs, we offer merchandise
from the four corners of the world. Furs from Russia...Furs from
China...Furs from Siberia; Furs that you may not be able to putchase agalli for many years to come. We offer furs from KESSLERS
REGULAR STOCK OF PRIZED PELTRIES! Each garment
priced far below the actual cow of skins in today's market. Each
garment with the Kessler guarantee of satisfaction. Every size and

and kind of fur is available. From the Hudson Bay region of
Canada we offer silky 13cavet, luxurious Mink, svelte Lynx and
glamorous Fox. From Russia rich Caraculs, supple Persians, exquisite Ermine. From Alaska Seal Skins dyed Safari,black and Matara.
From Kamchatka fleecy squirrel and lavish black broadtaiL From
BatEnland, Blue Fox. We urge that you avail yourself of this
opportunity to possess a Fur you will cherish for many years.

SHOWING — WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4

100 Kessler Fur Coats
priced under $100°P
Just A Few of Kesslers Clearance Values
$179 Assembled PersiVn Lomb $ 73
195 Sable Blend Muskrat . . 100
295 Mink Paw

100

$195 Tropical Soo!

$ 75

HO Russian Pony

129 Beaversitte

30

229 Natural Kidskin

129 Mouton

SO

195 Tingona Lamb

iiiii $ 30
129
50

195 Chekiang Caracul

73

295 Mink Blond Muskrat

ISO

195 Silvortone muskrat

129 American Processed Lamb

SO

195 Blue Fox Great Coat

100

195 Blond Muskrat

50

595 Paradise Fitch

293

189 Skunk

73

495 China Mink

293

* Shop our windows for mai voluns during this sole of Kimmins' Furs

100

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentuck
State Uses Vast
Amounts Of Lime

Do Best Possible
With least Goods,
Ky. Women Urged

A report issued by the College
of Agriculture and Home Economics shows that Kentucky
farmers have used 8,582,511 tons

U. K. Home Economist
Tells How State House.— ..
--Wtves Will Help
Win War
According to a report issued
by home economists at the Kentucky College of Agriculture and
Home Economics on how women
can aid the viotory program, two
key words explain the part
of the homemaker. Says Miss
Laura Deephouse, consumer expert, "they are utilization and
conservation.*
War Production Director Donald Nelson called his war production board together for the
"From our experiences in the
first session at Washington, D. C., and the mem`)ers took the opportunity to Jost William S.
First World War, we know halfKnudsen on his appointment as a lieutenant general in charge of war department procurement.
measures c16 little good, and
Seated clockwise, starting at lower left: Price Administrator Leon Henderson; James Forrestal,
that it is best in the long run
Undersecretary of navy; Federal Loan Administrator Jesse Jones; Secretary of Navy Frank
to institute drasie measures at
Knox; Nelson; Vice President Henry A. Wallace, chairman of the board of economic warfare;
the outset," says Miss DeepUndersecretary of War Robert P. Patterson, and Knudsen. Standing left to right: Herbert Emhouse in stating that consumers
merch, executive secretary to the board, and John Lord O'Brian, general counsel. AP Telemat
will have available only about
70 percent of the "normal"
amount of goods.
Among The
Our standard of living may
County Agents
be lowered for the duration, but
there are things we can do to
1
By Mrs. Joel Boitnott
"Manners for .Moderns" is behelp. Women will find that
(Last Week's News)
ing studied in programs of Homemany garments — as, tailored
The Hall Homemakers met at makers'
clubs in Union county.
suits, topcoats, hats and gloves—
will do double-duty if put to the home of Mrs. Joel Boitnott's
A Tennessee Valley Authority
the test. That is, if good mater- Saturday.
•
trailer-type threshing machine
ials were selected in the beMessrs. A. N. Horning, Joel
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last longer if soap and hand Grove
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have made
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hair, for cleaning, etc.
Miss Mildred Horning and Mr.
The purchase and cooking of
As for care of the hands, it is Medley Horning
spent Saturday meats and curing
and cutting
possible to have clean, well- with Miss
Christine Horning.
pork were discussed at Homegroomed hands without using
makers programs in Jefferson
many manicure-materials. If supIf buying is voluntarily kept county.
plies are limited, this must be
down, rationing Will be less
done.
necessary; also, it will release
The municipal tourist camp in
It will be especially necessary
factories for war work. Every Washington,
D. C., has lifted
during 1942-43 to develop naact of voluntary discipline is an the limit of
two weeks' staar...entually lean, svelte figures that
aid to the country, concludes tirely for
people engaged in dewill look right normally, it is
Miss Deephouse.
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Among home supplies to be
conserved to the utmost are What Do You Know About Beer? . . . No.
4 of a Series
furniture, kitchen and laundry
equipment, bathroom equipment,
rubber goods such as hot water
bottles, rubber-soled shoes, etc.

of lime materials on their land
or since
in the last 17 years,'
1925. Last year, 1,627,374 tons
we(g used,_nr.an increase of 32
percent over Mr
S. C. Jones of the college. says
this lime should return 125 to
150 million dollars to farmers
in the next few years. Tests
made by the Agricultural Experiment Station found limestone worth more than $21 a
ton in increased yields of corn,
wheat and hay, valuing corn
at 60 cents a bushel, wheat at
80 cents a bushel and hay at
$12 a ton.
As a state, Kentucky for four
years has ranked second in the
use of lime, and first in the use
of lime per crop acre.
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on this date.

Q— Where does the money go from there?

A—Revenue from beer in 1941 was used for education
in public schools, colleges, normal schools,
etc.;
for public welfare, including old age
assistance,
aid to dependent children, confederate
pensions,
health service, and penal and eleemosynary
institutions; and for expenses of State
government.
Q— What would happen if this revenue from
beer were
not available to the State?

A—Kentuckians would have to dig down deeper into
Alas.
"Everybody knows I'm smart.
Father says I mustn't get stuck
on myself. But, anyhow, I'm
the strongest boy in the class,
and that's because I'm smart
and drink pl..nty of pasteurized milk."

PRINCETON
CREAMERY

their own pockets to provide the money.
YOU CAN HELP preserve these benefits
from legal
beer in two ways—(r) Buy your beer
only in wholesome,
law-abiding places; (2) Report any law
violations you
may see to the authorities Or to this
Committee.

v PASTEURIZED MILK
for HEALTH

KENTUCKY BREWERS & BEER
DISTRIBUTORS COMMITTEE
!RANK

E. DAUGHERTY,Soros Dirrcter
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how many used cars sat out the when you shake a front wheel
AP Feature Service
St to the Division of
The buyer of a good used ca year in parking lots or garages. by the top with both hands.
these fry has been
The clutch is worn unless a
The average value ,by 1940 staought
to be the smartest man
. This cost includes
one-finger push on the clutch
operation of all build- the world.
tistics is about $350 for a good moves the pedal an inch.
grounds, salaries, feed
He's got to have horse sense buy. inat year the most cars
Another clutch test: Stall the
d stock, all miscellan- good eyesign
mechanica sold were 1937 models, then engine instantly by engaging the
a
s, and expense of de- mind and enough nerve to nos 1936. That gives you an idea clutch after you set the brakes,
the fry by the seining Into every automobile essentia of what to expect this season.
go into high gear and open the
the various rearing sta- and accessory, or else he's
So, come close, mister, and throttle. Otherwise, the clutch
king all into consider- bargain-buying sap.
hear from Consumer Union Di- is slipping.
find that the average
Come this spring and sum rector Arthur Kallet about how
Brakes are no good if the
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Brakes need fixing if the car
There were 27,000,000 cars on 60-day guarantee, get a clear swerves sideways when you apted naval stations our U. S. highways last year. Onl title for your cash, remember ply brakes hard at 20 m.p.h.
new that the greater the price of the
rmally supplies medical 5,000,000 of them were
Step on the starter and let the
for the entire popula- leaving 22,000,000 in the usec car when new, the bigger the engine die about ten times in
class. Nobody seems to know repair cost and operation will succession. Listen for grind that
be for this bargain you're buy- means broken teeth on the fly
ing.
wheel starter gear.
Take your look-see in dayLight blue smoke at the rear
light. Consider the frame and of the car can be seen by your
the motor above all else.
backseat driver while you race
Know you that upholstery us- the engine if new piston rings
ually shows the kind of care or valve guides are needed. And
the car got. Worn pedals or they've expensive.
floor mats (or new ones) reEngine adjusts o. k. (valves,
veal long use quicker than a guides, low speed carburetion
speedometer which can be set. and ignition) if you slow down
Sunlight shows up done-over with aid of brake to 3 m.p.h. in
dents and repaint jobs. A drag- high gear, .release brake, step
ging door may mean a bent on the gas and get a smooth pick
II be pleased with the quality and the
frame, body out of line, loose
bolts.. of the Pew crop of recleaned Field Seeds
Now for some real action tests:
It is a federal offense to reTry the steering gear like move game or fur from one
g sold ncw at Cayce-Yost.
this: Move steering wheel b'ack province into another, or out
and forth with front wheels of Canada, without authorization
straight ahead. More than 21
/
2 from the province in which the
inches of free movement (meas- game was taken.
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PHONE 161

Comfort
Convenience
Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your enteri
tainment during your stay are yours,
always, at
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More Tomatoes And
Peas To Can Asked
State United States Department of Agriculture War Boards
have been asked to seek for
canning about a fourth more tomatoes and about a third more
peas than were pioduced last
ear.. It' nrmuaad
* tha
Department of Agriculture will
buy at prices which wig enable
cooperating
canners
to
pay
growers at least $5 a ton above
the comparable average 1940
price for tomatoes for canning
and $17.50 a ton above the comparable average 1940 price for
peas for canning. The Department of Agriculture does not
guarantee prices to individual
growers, who should produce
on contract with canners. State
War Boards are expected to
recommend minimum prices, but
growers are free to contract for
higher prices.

They—the neighbors—said it
couldn't be done; that he couldn't
succeed. That's just what the
said, when
Tommie
Wright
mortgaged his livestock for $300
to make a down payment on a
120-acre • throw-out farm
in
Green county, Kentucky. The
price was $1,600.
To the farm Mr. Wright moved his one rastus plow in the
spring of 1938 and began to
clear thickets, to spread phosphate and lime and to sow
clovers. Last spring he called on
County Agent John H. Ewing,
Jr. He wanted to know about
Burley tobacco—how to grow
big yields and good quality. Following the county agent's advice, he broadcast 1,000 pounds
of 20 percent superphosphate on
ment, drilled 500 pounds of
fertilizer in the row and used
the acre and nine-tenths allotall the manure he could obtain.
January 6 of this year Mr.
Wright appeared at the county
agent's office with a big smile.
He had sold 2,900 pounds of
tobacco from the measured acre
and nine-tenths for a net of
$1,044.62, or an
average of
$36.02 a hundred. He had grown
1,526 pounds to the acre—rather
good for throw-out land that
cost $13.33 an acre.
In addition to tobacco bringing $1,044.62, Mr. Wright last
year sold cream for $164, and
hogs and calves for $179.79, and
also produced most of the family
food. Also, since 1938 he has
accumukted a span of mules, a
young mare, four milk cows, two
calves, two gilts, and all the
equipment needed to operate
the farm.
Eighteen destroyers and
submarines were launched
the Navy during 1941.

My name's Baby Corey.
I've just read a story
That the government's after my
pants.
If I've gotta lose 'em
They're welcome to use 'em;
I'm glad that they gave me the
chance.
I'm proud my britches can
Be or help to Uncle Sam
In
shortening
the
conflict's
duration.
So now that the government's
got 'em
I'll uncover my bottom
And help in defending the nation.
(I'm from Hollywood)
—AP Telemat

Expect Sheep To
Continue To Pay
Increased demands for meats
and a strong wool market are
expected to maintain lamb and
sheep prices this year. Cash income from the sale of wool in
1941 was the largest in 20 years,
and this year's income may be
even larger, says the outlook
report of the Kentucky College
of Agriculture and Home Economics. Quality of lambs will
continue to play an important
part in profits, and the college's
economists suggest that sheepmen feed well, 90 they can sell
well-finished lambs early.
Linseed oil is the principal ingredient in printing inks.

Youngest Ky. Legislator
Is U. Of K. Student
Hiram Montgomery Brock, Jr.,
24, Harlan county Republican,
the youngest legislator in Ken-

tucky this year, is also a student
at the University of Kentucky.
Young Brock, who was elected
representative from the ninetyeighth legislative district
in
November, without opposition
from the Democratic side, is a
senior in the University of Kentucky College of Law. He car13 ries 12 hours of work a week in
by law school, and attends every
session of the Legislature.

Relief At Last
For Your Cough
Creomulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulstoo with the understanding you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

CREOMULSION

for Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchitis

Woods
Again
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Quality Drug Parade
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e Grown Rel Clover—limited amount
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Curb On Rubber Pants
Doesn't Scare Him!

Couldn't Be Done
They Said; Here's
How Tommy Did It
Agent Helps Green
County Farmer
Make Good On
Throw-Out Farm

You've Got To Be Smart
To Buy A Good Used Car
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KENTUCKY?
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will oonform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.

50c Hines Honey Almond Cream ____________________ _____
$1.00 Hines Honey Almond Cream_________________________49c
_
25c Woodbury Lotion and 50c Jar Woodbury
Cream, (both) for
Smooth Skin Hand Lotion (8-oz.)

,
_

16-oz. Corsage Cologne

__

_

Pint Antiseptic Solution (No. 59)

39c
$1.00
39c

Tripoli Boards ______________

_ _________________—______$1.00

Fancy Bridge Cards
_
Pound Fleischmann's Yeast

________ ______ 50c & 75c
49c

. . . Also many other drug items you're lucky to get in wartime, at
peacetime prices. Vitamins, Notions . . . and many other things you'll
need in the coming months ... We believe we can serve your needs well.

•

,WOOD _Dnuti

CO.

,
"Druggist On The Square''

•

Thursday, Januar 29,

K. U. Chief Says
Bill Would Kill
Private Utilities
Declares Ward's TVA
Measure Means Death
To Tax Paying
Firms In State
(By Associated Press)
Lexington, Ky., Jan. 28—R. M.
Watt,' president of the Kentucky
Utilities Company, charged Tuesday in a statement that if the
TVA bill is passed by the Kentucky legislature "we shall say
goodbye to all privately-owned,
tax-paying utilities."
He contended that the bill introduced Monday in the House
by Democratic Floor Leader
Henry Ward of Paducah to permit Kentucky municipalities to
contract for TVA electric power
would exempt TVA from state
control while all other marketers of power in Kentucky are
subject to supervision of the
State Public Service Commission.
"In this aspect," Watt assert-.
out of 3-year-old Jill
ed, "the issue presents itself /
President Roosevelt coaxed a speech
simply as a question of state Myrup when she acted as spokesman for the Bakery and Conrights. Shall we, in Kentucky, fectionary Workers' union in presenting the President a 350Friday (Jan. 30).
relinquish the authority that we
pound birthday cake for his diamond jubilee
have always thought belonged Standing left to right are: President William Green of the A. F.
—AP Telemat
cake.
to us?"
of L. and Clement Maggia, who made the
Moreover, he said, if the bill
is enacted - cities that contract
ing this week in Lexington atwith TVA will be subject "en- Caldwell Women Are
tending the 30th annual Farm
tirely to the dictates of the sell- Attending Farm And
and Home Convention, in prowhatof
result
a
er. Except as
gress at the University of Kenever negotiation the TVA feels Home Convention
tucky.
inclined to engage in, they
Mrs. J. Wilbern Crowe, presiDelegates to the convention
into
(cities) will be powerless
Caldwell County will hear Miss Mary I. Barber,
the
of
dent
fluence either rates or services."
on, and food consultant to the War DeTerming TVA a profit-making Homemakers' Associati
spend- partment; Dr. Allen Stockdale,
are
l
McConnel
C.
H.
Mrs.
comorganization, Watt said it
of the National Association of
pelled municipalities that conManufacturers, Dr. Helen Mittracted with TVA to operate at change its legislation to conof the Federal Security
chell,
that
n
regulatio
be
form to a simple
cost, which "could hardly
and other speakers of
Agency,
pleasing to municipal officials the authority itself could change,
note, and will attend
national
ly-opdeclared.
he
municipal
expected
who
the Kentucky Fedof
sessions
op"our
said
The statement
erated plants to contribute to the
ers.
Homemak
of
eration
position to the Ward bill is a
general fund."
A tour of the Bluegrass, a
Watt cited what he said was fight x x x for survival and a
luncheons are planan operating rule drawn by the fight against special-privilege banquet and
nment of the
entertai
for
ned
authority itself—a requirement legislation."
that states waive control over
The K. U. Company serves 400 visitors.
TVA before it extendi service. towns and unincorporated cornThey (TVA) want Kentucky to munities in the state.

(Continued trona page 1)
dodges our primary contention: That this TVA vs KU
question, as it is constituted
in Kentucky today, hinges
almost entirely upon state's
rights . . . a principle for
which our forefathers fought
and ohe we would defend today to the limit, in the face
of growing and to us alarming threats from Washington, to take over many of
Kentucky's rights, to build
up what today is broadly
called "a strong central government" at the expense of
the individual states, to
create more and more federal bureaus while eliminating
agencies now working within
the states . . . in sh6rt, by
bringing us closer and closer to a form Of government
after the war which we, as
descendants of Confederate
Rebels, will not like.
To us, this TVA enabling
bill goes far deeper than
merely giving cities and
towns the right to buy
wholesale
power
electric
from a subsidized federal
agency . . . Indeed it seems
to us to be but the entering
wedge of a federal campaign to take initiative and
enterprise away from individuals and private companies and place it all in
the hands of politicians at
Washingtok_
-7rdodged our
Again, Hent
argument that experience
teaches us when the government goes . into business,
efficiency gives way before
waste and confusion. And,
knowing the conscientious
manner in which Representative Ward informs himself,
we reasonably assume he
has found out for himself
how Uncle Sam operates in
business.
Yes Henry, we know you
are more familiar with this
bill to permit TVA to wreck
private utility business in
Kentucky than we are; but
we do not believe we can be
convicted of short-sightedness, nor that it will be
good business for Princeton
folk, or any others who have
the same ideas we possess
about democratic government, to lend themselves to
enterprivate
destroying
prise in order that the Nation may have another costly and inefficient example
of how bureaucrats operate
big business.
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Joe T. Lovett, Murray,
Called For Service
With Army Air Corps
Murray—(JP)—Joe T. Lovett,
captain in the Infantry Reserve
and executive director of the
Mid-South Chain Stores Council, has been ordered to report
February 10 at Fort Hayes,
Columbus, Ohio, for service with
the Aviation Cadet Examining
Board.
Captain Lovett served overseas
as sergeant in the Air Corps in
the First World War. He has
as
resignation
his
tendered
chairman here of the civilian
defense organization for Calloway county. Lovett is a native
of Marshall county and a graduate of the University of Kentucky.
He has been publisher of the
Benton Tribune-Democrat and
Murray Ledger and Times. While
publisher of the Murray paper
he was elected president of the
Kentucky Press Association.
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"Thrifty". More for your Money all

Ernest Storm Buys
Bull From W. C. Sparks

Financial Statement, December 31 1 1941

Mortgage Loans D. R.
Pledged Share M. L.
Share Loans
Stock F. H. L. Bank
Federal Reserve Bank St. Louis
U. S. Defense Savings Bonds
Accrued Interest Receivable
Real Estate Owned
Real Estate Sold on Contract
Cash
Suspense

BANGO POP CORN—pops the
last grain-10 ounce can ,

Peterborough, N. H.—Ernest
Storm of Princeton, recently
purchased ee-mastered Guernsey
bull from W. C. Sparks to add
to his herd. Hearthstone Storm
309213 is the name under which
this animal is registered with
The American Guernsey Cattle
Club.

2,622.33
16,028.31
15,632.75
4.84

Hopkinsville Dark Fired market led Kentucky on Monday's
sales, with 165,454 pounds moving at an average of $13.22, while
Burley sales the same day totalled 252,212 pounds for an average
of $19.20. The State Burley is
average was $26.47 on first day's
sales this week, with seVen of
the markets closed for the season, the Associated Press reported Tueesday.

Mayfair—extra fine quality

Blackberries
California Apricots
Cake Flour

LCupoving

large pkg.

FOR SALE: Pure bred Duroc
pigs, male and female. Phone
493 or see Julian Littlepage. ltp

Optional Savings Shares
Investment Shares
Pledged Sh. Mtg. Loans
Bonus on Shares
Undistributed Net Income
Reserve for Contingencies
Reserve Federal Insurance
Reserve for Uncollected Interest
Loans in Process
Social Security

24,954.25
399,800.00
2,591.23
95.91
6,751.40
7,500.00
15,000.00
657.44
26.60
15.00

FOR RENT: Furnished or unfurnishtd attractive three-room
apartment. Private entrance. See
Minor Carey. West Main St. ltp
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Fresh And Cured Meats
BEEF ROAST
choice chuck
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Classified

FOR RENT: 3 room apartment.
Private entrance, bath a n d
garage. Furnace heat. Alfred
Shore. 619 Hopkinsville St.
WANTED.: Washing and ironing.
See Mrs. Goebel Smith.. 403
ltp
Locust St.
FOR RENT: Modern three Mono
apartment with bath at city
limits on N. Jefferson. See Mrs.
ltp
Rebecca Arnett.
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Mr. Jim

Dark Fired Prices
Strong At Hoptown
372.11
3,900.00
175.00
93.75
107.28
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ved By City
g Last Year
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